
Music Appreciation for Morning Time 

Hymns  
Seven Lessons 

Helpful Tips 
The link with the hymn name links to the Hymns at Home website where you can see 

information about the hymn, lyrics, and a YouTube video that makes it easy for you to learn and 

sing the hymn. 

The second link in the plans goes to a YouTube video that displays a variation of the hymn in a 

different musical style. This is the one you use for music appreciation. Have students listen to 

the selection quietly and then use the questions below to compare the pieces. 

Books 
Hymns for a Kid's Heart, Vol. 1 by Joni Eareckson Tada and Bobbie Wolgemuth 

Hymns for a Kid's Heart, Vol. 2 by Joni Eareckson Tada and Bobbie Wolgemuth 
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Music Appreciation for Morning Time 

Activity Related Picture Books

"How Firm a Foundation"  
Fernando Ortega Version  
These are very similar versions. Which do you like better? 
Why? 

Hymns for a Kid's Heart 
Vol. 1

"Be Thou My Vision"  
The Web Family with Violin and Harp 
This is a very peaceful version of this hymn. The harp is an 
ancient instrument. Find out more about it here and here.

"The Solid Rock" 
Cadet Sisters 
How does listening to the hymn without instruments 
increase or decrease your enjoyment of it?

"O For A Thousand Tongues to Sing" 
Indelible Grace 
How are the modern and the traditional versions alike and 
different? Which do you prefer? Why?

Hymns for a Kid's Heart 
Vol. 1

"Jesus, Thou Joy of Loving Hearts" 
Pipe Organ 
An organ is one of the most familiar church instruments. You 
can find out a little more about it here and see a video about 
a huge one here. Does your church have an organ? Listen for 
it next time you are at service.

"The King of Love My Shepherd Is" 
Westminster Choir  
A choir is different than a solo or small group a cappella 
ensemble (as we saw with the Cadat Sisters). What do you 
hear that is different? Which group do you like better? Why?

"Praise to the Lord The Almighty" 
Glad 
This is a male a capella version. How does listening to the 
hymn without instruments increase or decrease your 
enjoyment of it? How is it different from the Cadet Sisters we 
listened to previously?

Hymns for a Kid's Heart 
Vol. 2
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https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/how-firm-a-foundation/
https://youtu.be/gzXNvfLSm6s
https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/07/18/be-thou-my-vision/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZfD5KrH5d8
http://www.dkfindout.com/us/music-art-and-literature/musical-instruments/harp/
http://blog.oup.com/2015/02/fun-facts-harp/
https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/the-solid-rock/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJnb3l9UuYU
https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/07/18/o-for-a-thousand-tongues-to-sing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3CyesNE34o
https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/07/18/jesus-thou-joy-of-loving-hearts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLUBDeIlOrM
http://www.dkfindout.com/us/music-art-and-literature/musical-instruments/organ/
https://youtu.be/98KYMpBx9og
https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/09/11/the-king-of-love-my-shepherd-is/
https://youtu.be/iu83WQdQ7-Y
https://hymnsathome.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/praise-to-the-lord-the-almighty/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wvrob2N_yE
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